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Videotrack #    16:04  (2015) 
 
 
When requested by my Los Angeles-based art-collector friend Raj Dhawan to 
write music for an exhibition of his collection of Alphonse Mucha (1860-1939) 
paintings, I at once thought of basing the music on that of a Mucha contemporary 
and compatriot. My choice fell on the composer Leoš Janáček (1854-1928), born, 
like Mucha, in Moravia (then in the Austrian Empire, today in the Czech Republic). 
Thirty-seven selected Mucha paintings are matched by an equal number of Janáček 
pieces, many of them movements of larger works. The bigger the paintings, the 
longer the music selections are. At first the music is constrained to the range of a 
minor seventh, all notes outside this range being discarded. The notes are also 
redistributed among five instruments - flute, clarinet, violin, cello and piano - and 
the range gradually increases to just over four octaves, each instrument being 
allotted exactly ten notes by then. Analog to this, each Mucha painting is first 
shown only with its most widespread color, the rest being rendered in grey. 
During the run of each Janáček music, the colors of the Mucha works are 
expanded in range, starting at the middle of the image, to finally include all original 
colors. This audiovisual composition bears the title )ertur(, which – because of the 
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widening ranges of pitch, area and color – could be expanded to include words 
like aperture (English, French), apertura (Czech, Italian, Polish), copertura 
(Italian), abertura/cobertura (Spanish, Portuguese) or obertura (Spanish), all 
implying opening or covering. "Ertur" happens to mean "peas" in Icelandic. 
 
The photo at the start shows an aerial view of St. Thomas' Abbey, Brno. 
According to authoritative sources, Mucha sang here as a child in a choir 
conducted by the young Janáček. The music is entirely Janáček's, slowly expanding 
in range from a minor 7th (C4-Bb4) to about four octaves (C3-Db7) at the end. 
37 Janáček pieces/movements are matched with 37 Mucha paintings. The square 
root of the areas in inches (") of the Mucha works equals the corresponding 
Janáček selections in seconds ("). A sharp crack preceding each section stems 
from a slap stick as used in movie recordings. 
 
The microtonal tuning – equally dividing tempered perfect fourths by seven – 
extends the range and tuning of a 2010 piece called vinte e cinco anéis for the same 
instruments, that one-minute piece having been totally restricted in frequency to a 
minor 7th (= two 4ths) upwards from C4 – the pitches there within the C-F 4th are 
C4, C#4 –29¢, C#4 +43¢, D4 +14¢, Eb4 –14¢, E4 –43¢ and F4, copied here in 
)ertur( upwards and downwards to cover close to ten 4ths or about four octaves. 
Every instrument except the piano has a repertoire of exactly ten unique notes, as 
five half-step pairs (though the four highest notes weren't used after all), tuned 
29¢ down and 14¢ up in the winds and 14¢ down and 29¢ up in the strings. The 
piano plays a circle of fourths from D3 to Gb6. The two pitches in every 4th 
occurring ±43¢ from the tempered (see above) were removed from the wind and 
string pitch repertoire but re-introduced as sine-tone chords at the beginning and 
end of )ertur(. The "er" seen at the film’s end is actually the left half of the word 
"end". "Brlo" (similar to Brno) is how I spelled my name once in the 1980s in a 
concert program biography, beginning with "Klarnz Brlo wurde nicht in der CSSR 
geboren" (Clrnc Brlo was not born in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic). 
 
In this recorded audio simulation, the sound were generated by the East West 
Symphonic Orchestra Platinum sample package. 
 

Comments and copyrights by 
Clarence BARLOW  (Santa Barbara, California) © 2016 

Email: b@rlow.org 
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